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In a delightful book called Garden Facts
and Fancies, Alfred C. Hottes, former associate editor of Better Homes and Gardens,
notes that “plants stand so patiently in the
fields that we are accustomed to think that
they are cahn and immovable, whereas there
is a feverish activity going on at all
times. ”1 I believe that the same can be said
of plant-sciences research. As noted in our
last plant-sciences smsdyses in 19752 and
1980,3 plant studies often receive less recognition and have less visibility than the
other life sciences, perhaps because they are
not perceived as having a direct bearing on
human health. And whereas plant researchers often use relevant data and methodology from the life, physical, and chemical
sciences, the reverse situation is less often
the case.
Plant sciences, and particularly botany,
are often thought to be rather static, or
“calm and immovable, ” 1 areas of study.
But our past citation studies have shown that
plant sciences are ve~ dynamic. To explore
the “feverish activity going on at rdl
times, ”l we have updated our citation
data using information compiled in the
1955-1986 Science Citm”on Index” (SCF ).
Modem plant-sciences research encompasses a variety of fields. Its foundations
were laid during the seventemth and eighteenth centuries when scientists were beginning to employ experimental methods,
which emphasize objectivity. The first research disciplines in plant sciences were the
descriptive sciences of taxonomy and morphology, but as a result of advances in other
scientific fields, botany bgan to branch out.
For example, the development of the micro282
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scope stimulated the study of plant anatomy;
and after the basic principles of physics and
chemis~ were established, the field of plant
physiology flourished.
Leonard J. Greenfield, Rio Prdenque Research Corporation, Miami, Florida, noted
in the foreword to Contemporary Classics
in Plant, Animal, and Environmental Sciences that the same themes so prevalent in

plant studies are also found in a textbook of
general biology.
someof thesl?[themes]irwhsde:cellstrucrores, how they are built, and how they
fonction; the structure and function of
tissues and extraeelluhtr suppts; the
namreof internalsecretionsandhowsuch
controlsare irstluencedby an organism’s
environment;nutrition; the relation between biotic and abiotic milieu and the
resultantsystems;and, in broad terms, the
mechanism
evohstion.4
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Methodology
To highlight the various fields outlined by
Greenfield as they pertain to phmt sciences,
we identified 92 journals from the SCI
devoted to plant sciences. In our 1980 study,
the journal list contained only 69 journals.s
These journals have 1986 impact factors
ranging from 16.4 to 0.09, calculated by
dividing the number of 1986 citations to
1984 and 1985 articles in the journal by the
number of articles published in the journal
in that two-year period.
We identified articles from these journals
that have been cited 50 or more times between 1955 and 1986. We then weeded out
those highlighted in earlier plant-sciences
studies. The result is a fresh list of 25 papers

cited at least 274 times, listed in Bibliography 1. These are Citation Clzssicsm by any
reasonable standard.
As with the literature in most biomedical
fields, important articles related to plant sciences are often found in multidisciplinary
journals as well as those journals devoted
solely to plant sciences. To learn which papers the plant-sciences researchers cite most
often, we created a mini citation index to
develop Bibliography 2. From this we obtained a ranked list of 80 published papers
cited more than 20 times in 1985 by articles
from the plant-sciences core journals, This
list includes articles published in any journal, not just the core plant-sciences journals.
For Bibliography 2 we selected those 29 articles that do not appear in Bibliography 1
or in a previous plant-sciences study. (For
a bibliography of the papers excluded,
please contact my office at ISI@.)
Sixty percent of the papers in Bibliography 2 deal directly with topics in plant sciences, while the others are widely used
methodology papers. For example, the paper by Marion M. Bradford, Department of
Bimhemistry,
University of Georgia,
Athens, describes a technique for identi&ing minute concentrations of protein. This
paper has been cited over 15,800 times since
it was published in 1976, and it is ranked
seventh of all the articles covered in the XI.
Table 1 lists the journals that published
the articles listed in Bibliography 1, and Table 2 lists those that published the articles
in Bibliography 2. The Annual Review of
Plant Physiology (A.RW) published approximately 38 percent of ali articles in the two
lists, with 12 in Bibliography 1 and 9 in
Bibliography 2. In our 1980 study of botany
journals, we listed 50 journals that were
most cited by botany journals. The ARPP
was only the 13th most-cited journal in this
list, and its 1978 impact factor was 9.98.3
The 1986 impact factor for ARPP, shown
in Tables l“and 2, is 16.4. In the years since
our 1980 study, ARPP has increasingly attracted many more papms that have become
Citation Ckssics. Rudolph Schmid, Department of Botany, University of California,
Berkeley, notes that the higher impact for

ARPP may be caused in part by the in-

creased specialization of plant scienees. This
in turn makes review articles indispensable
tools for researchers.s
It is interesting to note the number of nonplant-sciences journals that are listed in
Table 2, such as Analp”cal Biochmu”soy and
the Journal of Molecular Biobgy. Of the 29
articles in Bibliography 2, 16 are from nonplant-sciences joumrds and 13 of these are
methodology papers. This is perhaps another
illustration of how botanists make heavy use
of information produced by scientists in
other fields.
Author Information
Forty-three unique authors affiliated with
institutions from 10 countries are listed in
Bibliography 1. Bibliography 2 has 54
unique authors affiliated with institutions
from nine countries. Twenty percent of the
authors from Bibliography 2 are affiliated
with the Australian Nationrd University
(ANU) or the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO),
both in Canberra. Four of the six papers
authored by scientists affiliated with these
Australian institutions deal with photosynthesis.
A total of 45 institutions are affdiited with
the 54 papers from Bibliographies 1 and 2.
Twenty-five percent of the authors from
both lists are aftiliatcd with three institutions: four campuses of the University of
California (Davis, Los Angeles [UCLA],
Berkeley, and Riverside), ANU, and the
Carnegie Institution of Wash@ton, Stanford, California. The University of California is the affiliation of 25 percent of the
authors from Bibliography 1. In our recent
enology essay, we found that the University of California, Davis, aiso piays a leading
role in wine research, 6
Jacob Levitt, Division of Biological Sciences, UniversiU of Missouri, Columbia,
notes that one reason for the high number
of papers from ANU and the University of
California is that these institutions “are
located in the most comfortable of climates
and near some of those most fascinating to
283
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Table 1: Jourrsals publishing the papers fisted in
B1btiography1, The 1986impact factor from the Jcwrnal Citotion ftepor?s@ for each journal appears in
parentheses, (The 1986 impact factor equats the
average number of 1986 citations received by
1984-1985 articles published in a journal,)

Journal

Number of Papers
from BibfSography 1

Amru. Rev. Plant Physiol. (16.40)
Plant Physiol, (3,01)
Plama (2,86)
Advan, Botan. Res. (3.00)
Amer. J. Bet, (1.25)
Ann. .%i. Natur, -Bet. Biol, Veg.
(0,22)
Annu, Rev. Phytopathol, (1.95)
Tram, Brit. Mycoi. SOC.(0.55)
Weed Res, (0.47)

12
4
3
1
I
1
1
1
1

the botanist—i .e., desert and coastal
climates. Therefore, they attract plant scientists from other laboratories.”7
Winslow R. Briggs, editor, ARPP, concurs, noting that there is a strong collaboration between plant scientists from ANU
and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.g Levitt adds that
anybreakthroughinmethodsor concepts
will lead to a sudden proliferation of
publications and citations. It will also attract the brightestyoung students. In the
1920s, Daniel R. Hoagland, working in
California, was one of the first to propose
and prove the existence of active ion
trasraporl, against the opposition of others.
He attracted many talented young scientists..,. These students of his branched out
into other fields.. and discovered other
basic phenomena. In fact some of this
work was of Nobel Prize caliber (e. g.,
Daniel 1, Amon’s discovery of photophoaphorylation). 7

A number of Nobel Prizes have been
awarded for research in plant-related sciences. For example, in 1915 Richard M.
Willstiitter, Munich University, Germany,
won the chemistry prize for his research on
plant pigments, including chlorophyll. Sir
Robert Robinson, Oxford University, UK,
was awarded the 1947 Nobel for his studies
of biologically important plant products,
such as alkaloids. Melvin Cafvin, University of California, Berkeley, won the 1961
Nobel Prize for his research on carbon di-

Tabte 2: Joumsts pblishing the papers listed in
Bibliography2. Tlrt 1986irnpwt t%tor from d?eJorurrol Citation Reporm” for each jourrrd appears in
parentheses. (The 1986 impact factor eqrarts the
average number of 1986 citations received by
1984-1985articles published in a joumaf.)

Journal

Mrsrsber of Papers
from Bibliography 2

Armu. Rev. Plant Physiol. (16.40)
Plants+(2.86)
Anal. Bkxhem. (2.46)
J. Mol. BioL (6.60)
Proc, Nat. Acad. Sci, USA (9. 17)
Anal. Chirm Acts (1.%)
Biochim. Biophys. Acts (2.74)
Bioscience (1.5 1)
Carbohyd, Res. (1.46)
Crop Sci. (0.66)
Eur. J. Bbdscm. (3.66)
J. Biochem. Tokyo (1.92)
J. Biol. Chem. (6.32)
J, Gen, Virol. (2.33)
Pbytochemistry (1.37)
Stain Technol. (0,74)
Theor. Appl. Gemt. (1.25)

9
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1

oxide assimilation in plants. However, none
of these Nobelists appears in either table.
Biochemist Paul Berg, Stanford University School of Medicine, Crtfifomia, won the
1980 Nobel Priie in chemistry along with
Wafter Gilbert and Frederick Sanger. The
1977 paper Berg coauthored with Peter W.J.
Rigby in Bibliography 2 is a widely cited
work on labeling DNA. Its citation record
for 10 years is shown in Figure 1.
Other Nobel-class prizes are awarded specifically for plant-sciences research. For instance, the American Phytopathologicaf b
ciety annually awards the Ruth Allen Award
in recognition of art innovative research ~ntribution that has changed or has the potential to change the direction of work in plant
pathology. The American Society of Plant
Physiologists sponsors the Charles F. Kettering Awards for Excellence in Photosynthesis.
Twelve articles from Bibliography 1 and
six from Bibliography 2 have already been
featured in Citation Classics commentaries,
indicated by asterisks in the tables. Seven
of these commentaries appear in Conterqmrary Cfa.rsics in Plant, Animal, and Environmental Sciences.g Authors who have not
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Figure 1: Year-by-year distribution of citations to&
article fsosn Bibliography 2 by Peter W.J. Rigby et
al., which was coauthored by Paul Berg in J. Md.
i3ioL 113:237-51, 1977, The article received 6,0S9
cites in the SCF, 1977-1986.
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yet written commentaries will be invited to
do so in the near t%ture.

Research Fronts
Table 3 lists the 1986 research fronts that
include papers from Bibliography 1 as core
documents. These fronts represent current
reseawh topics from a variety of fields, from
nutrition to tissue culture methcds. The most

active front concerns ‘‘ChlorophyU-protein
complexes in photosynthetic membranes of
the thylakoids of chloroplasts” (#86-0853).
Chloroplasts are the plant organelles where
photosynthesis occurs. Inside the cMoroplasts are series of membranes arranged in
flattened, stacked sacs called thykskoids.
Embedded in these thylakoid membranes are
the light-trapping photosynthetic pigments,
including chlorophyll.
A 1975 paper from Bibliography 1 by
J. Philip Thomber, Department of Biology
and Molecular Biology Institute, UCLA, is
core to this front. Thomber’s paper was instrumental in establishing that it is proteins,
not lipids, that organize the photosynthetic
pigments in the position that best enables
them to perform their light-harvesting and
photochemical functions effectively.
Table 4 lists the 1986 fronts that include
papers from Bibliography 2 as core documents. Only two fronts overlap in Tables 3
and 4: “The effect of srdinity on plant
growth” (#86-0043) and “Responses of
various plants to low temperatures and chilling injury” (#86-01 93).
The front on’ ‘Relations of photosynthesis
and photorwpiration to variations in humidity, light, and carbon uptake” (#86-1 873) is
very active, with 348 published (citing) papers and 32 core papers. Three papers from
Bibliography 2, coauthored by G.D.

Tabte 3: The 1986 .SCF’ research fronts that include at least one of the papers listed in Bibliography 1 aa a core
document. A =total number of wre documents. B=numbcr of 1986 citing d~umerrta.
Name
86-0343
86-0193
86-0598
86-0853
86-1168
86-1517
86-2628
86-4063
86-5863
S6-5864
86-6473
86-6884

Ilre effect of wdhdty on plant growth
Respmracs of various plants to low tempcranrrcs and chiJling injury
Isolation, characterization, and growth of cyanobarxerium and ita effects
Chlorophyll-protein complexes in photosynthetic membranes of the thylakoids of
Ctdoroplasta
Fusion of lipid btiyer membranes and protoplasta by electric fields
Effects on and timctions nf plant mitochmtdria including aftemative oxidaae arrd cyanideresistam respiration
Photosynthetic membrane complexes, ctdoroplast rrltrastmcture, and the effects of light
qmdity on plant leaves
Dkcrimination of stable carbon isotopes in acdisnentological studies of plant and other
residues
Determination and control of vesicular arbuscubrr mycorrhir.al fungi spore populations
and effects on plant growth and yield
%ii nutrients and plant response to vesicular arbuacular mycorrh@ fungi
Tksue culture methods for in vitro plant regeneration from protoplaata
The role of ribuloae diphnsphate carhoxylase oxygenase in photosynthesis and plant
growth
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AB
37 293
23 217
3 87
40 532
14 190

10 77
2

74

11

87

2

26

14 170
2 21
7 145

Table 4: The 1986 SCP re~ch fronts that include at least one of the papers listed in Bibliography 2 as a
core dcmment, A = total number of core dncumenra. B=numk of 1986 citing documents.
Number

AB

Name

86-0043 The effect of salinity on plant growth
86-0193 Responses of various plants to low temperatures and chilling injury
864448 Production of phytoalexins in respnnse to fungal elicitors and the structure and timction
of plant cell watls
86-0682 Effects of herbicides, pest-management systems, and various other condhions on
soybean yield
86-1382 Isolation, characterization, expression, and cloning of DNA and RNA nucleotide
sequences
86-1724 Detection of plant viruses with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
86-1873 Relations of photosynthesis and photorespir-ationto variations in bumidky, light, and
carbon uptake
86-2035 Genetic variation during tissue culture, grmvth, and regeneration of plants
86-2264 Proton pump activity and ion transport in plasma membranes of plant and animaScelk
86-2631 Synthesis, isolation, and characterization of pnlysaccharides and other carbohydrates in
plants
86-2889 Identification, characterization, and synthes!s of proteins and g]ycoproteins
86-3212 Weather and orber effects on nitrogen relations, growth, and yield of winter wheat
cultivars, @atoes, and other vegetation
86-5545 Effects of polyamine blosymhesis on growth and senescence of plants and modulation
of arginine decarboxylase activity
86-5621 Aluminum toxicity and effects of heavy metals on photosynthesis and biochemical
processes in plants
86-6423 Iscdation and characterization of proteins and antigens via morwdonaf antibodies and
other methods
86-6450 Synthesis and utiliition of starch and sucrose in chloroplasts and plant cells in varying
conditions

Farquhar, Department of Environmental Biology, ANU, are the most-cited core
documents from this study included in this
front. Farquhar’s 1980 paper, written with
S. von Caemmerer, also of ANU, and J.A.
Berry, Department of Plant Biology,
Carnegie Institution of Washington; his 1982
paper, written with Thomas D. Sharkey,
ANU; and his 1981 paper, coauthored with
von Caemmerer, all deal with the gas exchange process in leaves.
Distribution of Publication Dates
Fifty-six percent of the research articles
in Bibliography 1 were published between
1970 and 1974, as shown in the frequency
distribution of publication dates in Table 5.
If we include in the distribution those articles
we excluded from this study because they
appeared in earlier plant-sciences essays,
over 30 percent were published between
1970 and 1974. The average for the SC1file
shows that 16.4 percent of all cited articles
were published between 1970 and 1974. Our
286

37
23
17

293
217
306

680
36 7,995

37!

145
348

12
8
7

134
144
257

2
11

817
78

4

43

10

2&f
3 8,512
666

study results indicate that a fairly large
number of older plant-sciences papers continue to rank among the highly cited papers
in plant sciences. Perhaps this means that
the field of plant sciences moves somewhat
slowly. It is also possible that our less extensive coverage of botany journals between
1955 and 1964 (we covered 24) may be affecting the results seen in Table 5.
Seventy-six percent of the papers from
Bibliography 2 were published between
1975 and 1984, as shown in Table 6. If the
excluded articles are included in the distribution, 47 percent were published during this
time period. The average for the SCf tile
shows that 30.6 percent were published between 1975 and 1984. The methcd of selection for Bibliography 2 may explain the
dominance of recent years in Table 6.
Cited HaK-Life
Another explanation for the large percentage of older aticles in Bibliography 1 might
be found by looking at the cited half-life of

Table 6 Chronologic distribution of publication dates
for ttre papers appearing in Bibliography2, which lists
the articles most frequently cited in 1985 by plantsciences journals indexed in the SCF.

Table 5: Cbrorrc.logicdistribution of publication dates
for the papsrs appearing in Bibliography 1, which lists
the articles fmm plarrt-aciemesjcunrals that were most
frequently cited in the SCF , 1955-1986.

Publication

Dates
1945-1949
1950-1954
1955-1959
1960-1964
1%5-1969
1970-1974
1975-1979

Number of
Papers from
Bibtf~@ry
1

Percent of
Total

1
1
1
0
3
14
5

4
4
4
0
12
56
20

Publication
Dates
1960-1964
1965-1%9
1970-1974
1975-1979
19s0-1984

Number of
Papers from
Bibliography 2

Percent of
Total

2
2
3
10
12

6.8
6.8
10.5
34.5
41.4

gen, Denmark. The paper describes a then

new synthetic medium that promotes the
sexual cycle of the mold Neurospora. In a
Citation Classic commentary,
Mitchell
wrote that
the mediumwe devisedworked well for

journrds. The cited half-life is the median
age of the cited articles in a journal. The
average cited half-life for all the journals
covered in the 1986 SC] is 6.8 years. This
means that half of the 1986 citations from
Xl journals were to articles published over
the past 6.8 years.
The average cited half-life for plant-sciences journals in 1986 is also 6.8 years. The
average age of articles cited in plant-sciences
journals thus coincides with the average age
of articles cited in all journals in the SCI.
However, articles cited in plant-sciences
journals are generally older than those cited
in other fields in the life sciences. For example, the cited half-life for immunology
journals is 4.3 years. That is, half of the
1986 citations to immunology journals were
to articles that have been published since
1981. Therefore, the cited articles in plantsciences journals are, on the average, 2.5
years older than those cited in immunology
journals. The cited half-life of joumrds in
cancer research is 4.8 and that of biochemistry and molecuhtr biology journals is 5.4.
The cited articles in journals in these two
areas are also more recent than those cited
in plant-sciences journals.

genetics. Improvements were not really
necessary
so the original has been

referenced for quite some time now. It is
simple and it still worka, thus accounting
for the article’s frequent citation. 10

A 1953 article in Bibliography 1 by Renrf
HelIer, University of Paris, discusses new
mineral solutions that provide a 14 to 144
percent growth increase of various plant tissues. This article, written in French, is the
only one in the study that is not in English.
It is core to the research front on “Tissue
culture methods for in vitro plant regeneration from protoplasts” (#86-6473).
To study the citation patterns for these two
articles, their year-by-year citation data are
plotted in Figure 2. The graph shows that
citations to these two papers peaked 20 to
35 years after publication. We won’t krrow
the impact of this 1947 paper between 1947
and 1954 until we complete the SC1 for this
period, sometime in 1988.
The oldest article in Bibliography 2 is a
1962 article by J. Murphy and J.P. Rdey,
Department of Oceanography, University of
Liverpool, UK. The paper deseribes art improved method for determining the preaenee
of phosphorus. A newly developed reagent
reacts rapidly with phosphate to yield a
blue-purple compound, which indicates the
presence of phosphorus. Phosphorus is a
necessary plant nutrient that is a component
of nucleic acids, ATP, and phospholipids.

Noteworthy Articles
The oldest article from Bibliography 1 is
a 1947 paper published in the American
Jourrral of Botany by Mogens Westergaard
and Herschel K. Mitchell, Laboratory of
Genetics, Agricultural College, Copenha287

Figure 2: Year-by-year disrnbution of citations from ttre SCF, 1955-1986, for the two oldest erricles in Bibliography 1, which lists the most-cited articles from plant-sciences journals.
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The most recent article in Bibliography
1 is a 1979 article by E. Marr& Institute of
Plant Sciences, University of Milan, Italy,
on fusicoccin (FC), a toxin produced by a
fungus that attacks peaches and almond
trees. Msrrk wrote in a Citation Classic
commentary that
the high number of citations to this ps~r
presumably depends not only on ita iartrinsic interestbut also on our liberalityin sup
plying FC to marry collesgoes . . . . Thus,
citing our pspers was a simple and much
appreciated way to express one’s
thamks!ll

Figure 3 shows a year-by-year citationfrequency distribution of the four most recent articles in Bibliography 1. Marr&’s
papw as well as the 1977 paper by Richard
G. Jensen, Departments of Chemistry and
Plant Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, and J.T. Bahr, Mobil Chemical Company, Edison, New Jersey, became highly
cited very sewn after publication and peaked
withirrfive years, after which citatioruibegan
to slowly decline.
‘The graph shows tiat the paper by N.K.
Boardman, Division of Plant Industry,
CSIRO, comparing the photosynthetic activity of sun and shade plants has had a
288
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remarkable increase in citation activity between 1985 and 1986. Briggs notes that this
citation activity may be caused by the increased interest in gene regulation relating
to chloroplast proteins in recent years.
Boardman’s paper has become a standard
reference for studies in this area. fI
In Bibliography 2 the most rtxent article
is a 1984 paper by Ferdinand Bohhnanrt and
Christa Zdero, Institute for Organic Chemistry, Technical University of Berlin, Federaf Republic of Germany, and Robert M.
King and Harold Robinson, Department of
Botany, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. The paper describes the spectroscopic methods employed to study the
aerial parts of two species of the wildflower
Gaillardia.

Nitrogen fixation is the reduction of gaseous nitrogen from the air to form ammonia,
which is assimilated by plants. This is a vital
process since all plants need nitrogen to synthesize amino acids for their proteins. In
Bibliography 1 a highly cited 1955 paper
by M.B. Allen and Amen, Department of
Plant Nutrition, University of California,
Berkeley, discusses the physical conditions
of the environment that best promote the
growth of nitrogen-fting blue-green algae,

Figure3: Year-by-year distribution of citations from the SCP, 1977-1986, for tbe four most recent articles in
Bibliography 1, which lists the most-cited articles from plant-sciences journals.
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also known as the cyanobacteria, This article is core to the research front in Table 3
on’ ‘Isolation, characterization, and growth
of cyanobacterium
and its effects”
(#86-0598).
As we mentioned earlier, methodology
papers are highly cited by botany researchers. A 1967 paper by Peter Albersheim and
colleagues, Department of Chemistry, UNversity of Colorado, Boulder, listed in Bibliography 2, describes an accurate method
to determine the neutral sugar compositions
of complex carlxrhydrates using gas-liquid
chromatography. Albersheim wrote in a
1979 Citation Classic that
we spent considerable time developing an
efficientchromatographycolumnrnaterisf,
went to great lengths to make the method
useful for mtdtiple samples, and presented
sufficientdata to demonstratethe acmracy
of the method. Actually, the manuscript
was not well received by the editoraof the
journaf. We were foreed to delete about

past plant-sciences studies. The high number
of methodology papers included in thiS study
reinforces what we noted in our earlier
studies-plant-sciences
researchers apply
methodology developed in biochemistry and
molecular biology fields to problems with
a plant-sciences foeus.
In reviewing this essay, Briggs commented that’ ‘the area of plant molecular biology has exploded in the last six to eight
years, yet there is only a whisper of a suggestion of this growing field in thk
study. “s Briggs predicted that in a future
plant-sciences study the nature of the articles
would change dramatically, reflecting more
plant molecular biology studies.s

*****

haff of our data, which I feel wea a aerious mistake, 12

conclusion

My thanks to Lisa Holland and Janet
Robertson for their help in the preparation
Q,mm
of this essay.

Plant-physiology articles are prominently featured in this study, as they were in our
289
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CIarWlcation

Notice

The recent essay on the 1986 recipients of the Nobel Prizes in economics and literature deacritrcd
Nigerian ~t and playwright Wole Soyitrkaas ‘‘the first black African to win a Nobel Prize. ” LUnfortunately, it was not made clear that the statement is true only with regard to the prize for literature.
The Nobel Prize for peace was awarded in 1960 to Zulu chief Albert Lutuli and in 19B4to Anglican
Bishop (now Archbishop) Desmond Tutu. Many thanka to the readers who pointed out thk fapsus
calami,
REFERRNCE
1. GarttaJdE. Public-cbeice
theorybrinssLamesM. Jtuchanarr
the 1986NobelPrizein ecmromics;NiserianWt mat

playwrightWole!ioyinkais awardedthe Ii!eratureprize CwremGxrk-nfs(24):3-9,15Juiu 19S7.
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